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 1987
On November 1, 1986 in Schweizerhalle near the city of Basel, there 

was a major chemical spill in the river Rhine, the greatest environ-

mental catastrophe in the area – six months after the reactor catas-

trophe in Chernobyl in April 1986. Up to this point the residents of 

Basel, where there is so much chemical industry, were unaware 

they were sitting on top of a powder keg. The typographic illustra-

tions and the text are a selection of twelve important incidents 

that occured during the night of the catastrophe. Footnotes are 

used to indicate new or contradictory information.

After removing the dust jacket you may fold the pages out as one 

strip, reading the capitals on each page as NOVEMBER 1, 1986.
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 1  (January)
Nineteen minutes past midnight, Schweizerhalle : At almost the 
same time, the Basel police and a Sandoz (today Novartis)  
worker saw flames (n) in storage building nine-five-six of the 
Schweizerhalle complex.



N (February)
One minute past two o’clock: The highway between Hagnau 
and Sissach was closed in both directions.

O (March)
Three-forty A.M.: 
Local and national radio stations carried warnings.



V (April)
Three-forty-three A.M.: Alarm sirens sounded in the nearby 
residential area of Muttenz.

E (Mai)
Four A.M., Basel: Police cars with loudspeakers began to broad-
cast the message: “There is a large fire in Schweizerhalle, close 
all windows, stay indoors, listen to the radio.” *

*  During the night the city’s telephone system broke down several times.



M (June)
Four-fifty A.M., Basel: The city armory was mobilized and 
gas masks were made ready*.

*   There were eighty thousand gas masks on hand (for about  
200.000 people). However, during chemical accidents it is not imme- 
diately clear which filter is necessary.

B (July)
Five A.M., Basel: It was decided to stop all public transportation 
and to order people to stay indoors*.

*   Trains coming towards Basel were stopped in Rheinfelden, Liestal, and Aesch 
and sent back. No trains left Basel.



E (August)
About five A.M., Schweizerhalle: The fire was brought under 
control*. The amount of smoke being produced increased**. 
The alarm spread to the towns of Birsfelden, Münchenstein, 
Binningen, Bottmingen, Allschwil, and Oberwil.

*   Sandoz representatives described the blood-red waste water produced 
as a result of the firefighting as “harmless coloring matter”. It was not  
possible to catch this waste water; it flowed into the river Rhine. Over two 
hundred fireman fought the fire during the night, many of them with- 
out masks.
**  Six-o-five A.M., Basel: It was reported that the fire in Schweizerhalle 
was extinguished, but that chemical vapors had been released.

R (September)
Five-thirty A.M.: Sirens sounded in the city of Basel and in 
nearby affected towns*.

*   Sirens sounded the alarm only on the right side of the Rhine: Small  
Basel, Riehen, Bettingen, St. Chrischona, and Kleinhüningen. There were no  
new, remote-controlled sirens in Large Basel.



1 (October)
Six fifty-eight A.M., Basel: The all-clear signal was sounded 
at the site of the catastrophe*.

*   Seven-o-five A.M., Basel:
Public transportation systems resumed normal operation. Contrary to 
earlier announcements, the Basel Crisis Staff told public schools to open  
at nine-thirty A.M.

9 (November)
Eight-thirty A.M., Schweizerhalle: The Basel Crisis Staff explained 
their work to journalists. Their tone: “We had everything  
under control.” According to the storage lists, in the southern 
side of the burned building were two hundred fifty tons of  
raw materials used for producing agricultural chemicals, as well 
as finished agricultural products (fertilizer and insecticide).  
In addition there were two hundred twenty-five tons of Urea and 



a few tons of artificial additives. Experts supposed that  
the stench was caused by Mercaptane. At the first  
press conference it was reported that products containing 
mercury* had been burnt in the fire** in building nine- 
five-six***. It was also “cleared up” that the “conspicuous 
red coloring” of the Rhine was caused by a commercial  
dye and was unobjectionable****.

*  November twenty-first: One thousand three hundred fifty-one tons 
of chemicals had been stored in building nine-five-six. Not one-point-nine, 
rather two-point-six tons of mercury were contained in the stored  
pesticide. (According to written records that were distributed after the 
press conference on November twenty first.)

**  In several buildings near the site of the fire were stored highly explo-
sive materials. Only two hundred fifty meters away: Phosgene, an  
extremely toxic material used during the first World War as poison gas. 

November eleventh: The German “Green” politial party published 
excerpts of a report by prepared the company “Zürich Insurance”. Five 
years before, this insurance company had written a warning about  
precisely this kind of catastrophe. The Sandoz delegation swore under 
oath that they had never seen the paper. The former Chief of Safety  
for Sandoz, who could have answered questions, has been untraceable 
since the fire, and is apparently somewhere out of the country.

***  In nineteen sixty-eight, building nine-five-six was declared suitable 
only for the storage of machinery.

****  Shortly thereafter massive numbers of fish in the Rhine began to die. 

November second: By evening thousands of fish, in particular Aesche, 
were dead. 

November fifth: It was estimated by the Stuttgart Ministry for the 
Environment that along the Rhine between Basel and Karlsruhe lay  
approximately one hundred fifty thousand dead eels.



86 (December)
Ten forty-three P.M.: The police department of Liestal made 
public the results of testing of the air in the Basel area. 
There was no danger to the general population. “However, 
because one cannot be entirely certain that small  
quantities of toxic substances have not been released,  
the testing continues ...”.*

*  November fourth: The city chemist of Basel contradicted the opinion of 
the Sandoz experts, that no toxic materials had been released into  
the air by the fire. He named mercury and nitrous gas. Leading doctors 

did not share the conviction of the Sandoz representatives that absolutely no 
health danger existed.

November sixth: The two hundred kilogramms of mercury alone, that had 
been released into the air on the night of the fire, corresponded to half of the  
yearly Swiss permitted maximum for this toxic heavy metal.

November seventh, Schweizerhalle: Remaining waste water used to extinguish 
the fire was once again accidentally released into the Rhine.

November eighteenth: Doctors contradicted the official reports that the Schwei-
zer halle fire had no detrimental effects on the local population.

November twenty-sixth: The city chemist of Basel announced that Dioxin was 
found in the area of the Schweizerhalle fire.



We are still very much affected by the catastrophe that  
happened on the first of November, nineteen eighty-six. There-
fore we have decided to dedicate this calendar to the event. 
Nevertheless, with our greetings and best wishes for nineteen 
eighty-seven*.

*   We have tried to select some important moments of the catastrophe from 
a mass of information about Schweizerhalle. Footnotes have been used to  
indicate new or contradictory information that was available at a later time.

The information used in this book came from the following sources: the daily 
newspapers Basler AZ and Basler Zeitung, the book Das Ereignis (the Incident), 
and the television reports on station DRS (the official Swiss television).



“ Never put down the composing-stick; 
 the type drawer is your homeland. 
 If you are thirsty, drink, it is the custom, 
 and if you are not thirsty, drink as well.”
 (From the novel Krieg (War) by Fritz Rück, 1929.)


